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Aweigh, Santy Ano

Lively!

From

Boston town we're bound away Heave a-weigh, Santy

Round Cape Horn to Frisco Bay, we are

A-no.

bound for California.

So
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heave her up and away we'll go, Heave a-weigh, San-ty

A-no. Heave her up and a-way we'll go, we are

bound for Cal-i-forn-i-o!

She's a fast clip-per ship with a
Heave a-weigh, San-ty A-no! A bul-ly crew, Heave a-weigh, San-ty A-no!

don't down East yank for her cap-tain too, we are bound for Ca-li-ni-o.

We are bound for Ca-li-ni-o.

So heave her up, and a-

for-ni-o. So heave her up and a-
way we'll go, Heave a-weigh, San-ty A-no!

way we'll go, Heave a-weigh, San-ty A-no!

Heave her up and a-way we'll go, we are bound for Cali-forn-i-o!

Heave her up and a-way we'll go, we are bound for Cali-forn-i-o!
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Heave a-weigh, San-ty A-no!
in the days of For-ty Nine, Heave a-weigh, San-ty A-no!

Out in Ca-li-for-ni-o.

Those were the days of the good old times, way out in Ca-li-for-ni-o

So heave her up and a-way we'll go
So heave her up a-way we'll go Heave a-

So heave her up and a-way we'll go, Heave a-
Heave a-weigh, San-ty A-no!
A-way we'll
Heave her up and a-
weigh San-ty A-no!
Heave a-weigh, San-ty A-no!
A-way we'll
A-way we'll go, we are bound for Cal - i - for - ni-o!
A-way we'll go, we are bound for Cal - i - for - ni-o!
Slower
When I leave ship I'll
rall.  
optional solo
settle down, Heave a-weigh, Sancy A-no! I'll mar-ry a girl named

Heave a-weigh, Sancy A-no!

Heave a-weigh, Sancy A-no!

A tempo

Sal-ly Brown, way out in Cal-i-for-ni-o! So heave her up and a-

Way out in Cal-i-for-ni-o! So heave her up and a-
A- way we'll go, Heave a- weigh, San- ty A- no!

A- way we'll go, Heave a- weigh, San- ty A- no!

A- way we'll go, Heave a- weigh, San- ty A- no!

A- way we'll go, we are bound for Ca- li-

A- way we'll go, we are bound for Ca- li-

A- way we'll go, we are bound for Ca- li-

A- no!
for - ni - o!
Heave a-weigh,

for - ni - o!
Heave a-weigh,

for - ni - o!
Heave a-weigh,

San-ty A-no!

San-ty A-no!

San-ty A-no!

Heave a-weigh, San-ty A-no!

San-ty A-no!

San-ty A-no!

Heave a-weigh, San-ty A-no!

San-ty A-no!

Heave a-weigh, San-ty A-no!

San-ty A-no!

Heave a-weigh, San-ty A-no!

San-ty A-no!